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The animal protein industry is a 
heavily populated one, but few 
provide as comprehensive an 
offering as Quantum Foods.
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THIS INTEGRATED EGG, BROILER AND ANIMAL FEED 

BUSINESS SELLS INTO VARIOUS MARKETS.

NOVA FEEDS

The feed business trades under the Nova feeds brand and offers a wide 
range of animal feed solutions to inter alia the broiler ,layer ,dairy and 
ostrich industries. The feed business also supplies feed into the broiler 
and egg operations of Quantum Foods.

LAYER AND EGG BUSINESS

Quantum Foods operates the biggest egg business in South Africa and 
sells eggs under the Nulaid and Quantum brands. Nulaid is the brand of 
choice for South African consumers and have been awarded Icon brand 
status for the past two years by national surveys under consumers. 

Quantum Foods is also one of only three suppliers of layer livestock 
to the South African industry. It sells day old layers as well as point of 
lay hens to the market. It has the exclusive licence to use the Lohmann 
genetics in South Africa.
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V-Tech has contributed to the poultry 
industry with the development and 
implementation of an antibiotic sensitivity 
monitoring program that has revolutionized 
the prudent use of antibiotics in the 
treatment of diseases in chickens.

www.vtech.co.za
Customer Care Number: 0860 109 779

Corporate Profile
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BROILERS

The broiler operations of Quantum foods is also integrated, starting 
with a Grand Parent farm and supplying day old chicks to its own 
farms as well as independent farmers. Cobb 500 genetics are used in the 
process. 

The majority of live bird production is sold to other abattoirs but 
Quantum Foods also operates one abattoir processing its own birds.

ZAMBIAN AND UGANDAN OPERATIONS

Quantum Foods has two subsidiaries in Zambia and Uganda. 
The Zambian business comprises of a breeder farm and hatchery from 
which day old layers and day old broilers are sold to farmers. Quantum 
Foods also has a commercial egg farm in the Copper belt of Zambia 
selling eggs to a wide range of customers. Quantum Foods also operate 
feeds factories at the Lusaka breeder farm and at the commercial egg 
farm in the Copper belt. 

The Ugandan business consists of a breeder farm similar to the 
Zambian business selling day old layers and day old broilers. It also has 
a feed factory.

  “I think the composition of our business is our unique selling point,” 
explains company CEO Hennie Lourens. “We’re fully integrated for 
broilers and layers, we have an established African footprint and we’re 
providing quality animal feed to the livestock industry”.

CHALLENGES

Of course, things aren’t always as straight forward as that. Quantum 
Foods knows as well as anyone that the agricultural industry is one that 
is at the mercy of the elements, from the climate to the exchange rate.

“I would say that we face the normal economic cyclical challenges 
any agricultural business faces,” Lourens tells us. “Input costs are 

“ You must have a love for 
agriculture and specifically 
livestock. If you go on to a farm 
with livestock you’ve got to 
enjoy that.”

determined by the supply and demand of maize, which is climate related 
and exchange rate related. The exchange rate also plays a major role in 
our soya meal imports”.

 But these challenges are all ones that Quantum Foods is more than 
able to navigate, and the company is always on the lookout for ways to 
turn new challenges into exciting opportunities for diversification and 
growth.

“In terms of maize South Africa has a well-developed futures market,” 
Lourens says. “We use the futures market for hedging and utilise 
imports of maize when it is opportune. The exchange rate can also be a 
challenge but we monitor movements on a daily basis and utilise buying 
opportunities.

Quantum Foods is concerned about the problems caused by other 
countries dumping their produce into the South African market, taking 
a number of crucial steps to counter it.

Firstly Quantum Foods supports the efforts by South African 
industry bodies to ensure a fair trade regime. 

Secondly, we’ve changed our business model in that we have closed 
abattoirs in the Western Cape and now sell live broilers to other 
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Noble Resources South Africa (Pty) Ltd
A member of Noble Agri

+0027 (0) 21 808 1903
www.nobleagri.com

“Moving Grain is our Game”
Specialising in:

Back Tippers, Bulk Carriers, Flat Decks, Grain Bulk- 
Drop both sides, Potato Trucks, Side Tippers, Taut Liners 
and Warehousing.

Tel: 011 693 6683
Fax: 011 693 6685

1 Mercedes Road PO Box 860
Randfontein
1760

www.graincarriers.co.za

PO Box 860, Randfontein, 1760

1 Mercedes Road, Aureus, Randfontein
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abattoirs.
The third mitigating action we’ve put into place is an increase in 

geographic diversification by growing our footprint outside South Africa.
However tough the economic environment for the industry at large has 

been, Quantum Foods itself has seen a significant upturn in its fortunes this 
year after a troubled period.

Lourens says, “On an operating level we’ve returned to profitability after 
two years of loss making. As we stand this year the environment is far more 
conducive than it was previously.”

THE PEOPLE MAKE IT WORK

The reason that Quantum Foods has been able to weather the bad times and 
take advantage of the good is through dedicated people who are passionate 
about agriculture. Lourens is keen to point out how essential it is to have the 
right people running Quantum Food’s operations, and the selection process 
for these people is a tough one. It’s not just passion that’s important, it’s an 
ability to face the challenges that their industry can present.

“The kind of people we look for are people who enjoy agriculture, 
are intelligent and energetic” Lourens explains. “You must have a love 
for agriculture and specifically livestock.  We also look for resilience in 
individuals. The chicken and egg industries can be tough, you can do 
everything right and still not get the results you want”.

 “In terms of our training and development activities, specifically on the 
farming level, we’ve tried to upskill our farming staff,” says Lourens. 

THE FUTURE OF QUANTUM FOODS

Quantum Foods has needed this fantastic team of people, because recent 
times have been tough.

Lourens is the first to admit, “We’ve done a lot of tough things over 
the last 30 months. There has been a lot of change and a lot of difficult 
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challenges. We had to close a couple of operations, but the end result 
is we’re slimmer now; our new business model is largely in place. We 
know what we can and can’t do.”

Quantum Foods’ next challenge is to increase its margins and then 
grow the business.

As Lourens tells us “We’re working on getting the value we need 
from our operations and acquiring more business outside of South 
Africa to increase our geographical footprint. We want to grow our 
livestock business, and we want to grow our animal feed business. We 
have the Nulaid brand that’s already become the number one egg brand 
in South Africa. We shall use this brand to grow the egg business.

We’re looking forward to seeing where Quantum Foods goes next. 
Wherever it is, it looks like it’ll be a direction the rest of the industry 
can learn a great deal from.” 
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11 Main Road, Wellington, 
Western Cape, South Africa
P.O Box 1183, Wellington, 7654
Tel: +27 (0) 21 864 8600
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